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A SEASON OF

·1

SIMCHAS

A NEW GE NERATION OF PARENTS AND
CHILDREN ARE EMERGING WHO EXPRESS
.': '~

THEIR COMMITMENT TO ISRAEL BY
INCLUDING THE JEWISH STATE IN THEIR
·,·,.

FAMILY MILESTONES.
THESE S!MCHAS HAVE TAKEN ON NEW
SIGNIFICANCE FOR AMERICAN CHIL -

Joshua Feld

Son of Rochel and Alon Feld
of Teaneck, NJ

DREN. CELEBRATING IN ISRAEL IS A GREAT
MITZVAH . SHARING THEIR SIMCHA WITH
Jared Federbush

EMUNAH'S LESS FORTUNATE CHILDREN IS

Son of Thalia and Doniel Federbush
of Englewood, NJ

AN EXTRA MlTZVAH AND AN EXPERIENCE
WHICH OPENS UP A NEW WORLD OF
FRIENDSHIP FOR THESE YOUNGSTERS.
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Son of Ruth and Edward Lubot
of Englewood, NJ
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Josh Rubin
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Daughter of Debbie and Johnny Horowitz
of Teaneck, NJ

Son ofAdina and Jeffrey Rubin
of Woodsburgh , NY

tainly worked for us.

I

Dana Horowitz (top) and her
Israeli Bat Mitzvah friend, Eti

-------------------------

Arielle Foni

Daughter ofAdrianna and David Foni
of Englewood, NJ who shored her
Bot Mitzvah with Beit ElazrokJ girls
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Halacha,
Halloween and
Thanksgiving:

By Rabbi Michael]. Broyde

.· '

Jews in the Secular Society
_ ________ ___________________
have a reasonable explanation (and are not immodest) (Ran,
commenting on Avodah Zara lla yisrael and Chidushai
HaRan on Sanhedren 52b; Maharik, Responsa 58).
Two cultural icons in the
Normative halacha follows the ruling of the Ran and
Maharik. As noted by Rama:
American calendar.
Those practices done as a [Gentile] custom or law with no
reason one suspects that it is an idolatrous practice or that
- - -- - - ·-·- - - - -there is a taint of idolatrous origins; however, those customs
which are practiced for a reason, such as the physician who even when their origins are not religious. For a review of the
wears a special garment to identify him as a doctor, can be authorities who disagree with the Gra, see Seride Esh 3:93.)
In Rama's view, history plays an important role in deterdone; the same is true for any custom done out of honor or
mining the halacha, and the next section explains the oriany other reason is permissible (Rama YD 178:1).
Rabbi Isserless is thus clearly prohibiting observing cus- gins of Thanksgiving and Halloween.
toms that have pagan origins, or even which might have
pagan origins. His opinion, the most lenient found in nor- THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS
mative halacha, is the one Ashkenazic decisors generally fol- OF HALLOWEEN AND THANKSGIVING
American Thanksgiving has a secular origin. The first
low. (Besides those authorities who favor the approach of
Thanksgiving
day celebration was held in response to the
Tosafot mentioned above, there are authorities who favor
being strict for the opinion of the Gra, who rules that the survival by the pilgrims of the particularly harsh winter of
only time "secular" customs are pennissible is when they 1622/3. Not only did the colonists themselves celebrate, but
have a Jewish origin; see Gra YD 178:7. According to this food was sufficiently plentiful that even the Indians with
approach, secular customs created by Gentiles are prohibited whom the colonists were at peace were invited. This cele,_

elebrating secular holidays is always fraught
with some controversy in the Jewish community, as we live in a society where the predominant culture is Christian, and many "secular"
......~ holidays have overt religious significance. For
example, in Cammack v. Waihee, a federal court determined that the holiday called "Good Friday" was a "secular" holiday. So too, the Supreme Court has ruled that both
Christmas and Chanukah are "secular" holidays and have
"secular" displays that lack a religious theme. Certainly
Jewish law views none of these holidays as "secular" and
would not accept American law's definition of "secular" as
binding on adherents of halacha.
How Jewish law views celebrating Thanksgiving and
Halloween is worth examining, as they represent two cultural icons in the American calendar. In the view of this writer,
Jewish law permits the celebration of Thanksgiving, and prohibits the celebration of Halloween. To explain why I feel this
way, this article will start with a brief review of the halachic

- -- - - -- --

issues associated with imitating Gentile customs, then will
explore the origins of Halloween and Thanksgiving, and then
will summarize the conclusions that flow logically from both
of these sections.

PAGAN CUSTOMS AND
PRACTICES IN HALACHA
In order to understand which secular holidays one may or
may not celebrate, a certain background into the nature of
the prohibition to imitate Gentile customs must be understood. Tosafot understands that two distinctly different types
of customs are forbidden by the prohibition of imitating
Gentile customs found in Leviticus 18:3. The first is idolatrous customs and the second is foolish customs found in the
Gentile community, even if their origins are not idolatrous
(Tosafot Avodah Zara Ila ve'ei). Rabbenu Nissim (Ran) and
Maharik disagree and rule that only customs that have a
basis in idolatrous practices are prohibited. Apparently foolish - but secular - customs are permissible so long as they

--- ----·---- --------·------- ·-·- --·
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-- -- - - -- -- -

- · - - - - - -·----

Rabbi Michael B~ is an Associate Professor ~f lir<V at Emory University, Rabbi of the Yo1111g Israel in Atlanta and a daya11 i11 the Beth Di11 of America. For a longer discussion of the
sfal1ls ofThanskgwmg, please see Rabbi Broyde s article "The Celebration of Tllfl11ks/(ivi11g al the End af November" in The /011mal of Halacllfl and Co11tempomry Society 30:42-66 (1995)
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Jewish law permits the
celebration ofThanksgiving
and prohibits the
celebration of Halloween.
bration took place on July 30, 1623 (in the middle of the
summer). Similar such local celebrations occurred throughout the New England area throughout the 1600's, and in
1789, President Washington issued the nation's first
National Thanksgiving Proclamation, setting November 26,
1789 as Thanksgiving and a national holiday. From 1790 to
1863 there were no national celebrations of Thanksgiving.
It was not until 1846, when the unity of the country was
again in controversy because of the problems of slavery,
that the celebration of Thanksgiving as a national holiday
returned to the national agenda. From 1846 to 1863, Ms.
Sara Joseph Hale, the editor of Godey's Lady Book,
embarked on a campaign to turn Thanksgiving into a
national holiday during which workers would not be
required to go to work. Her campaign culminated in
President Lincoln's Thanksgiving proclamation of 1863 at
the height of the Civil War -the first such proclamation of
a national Thanksgiving holiday since 1789. Since 1863,
Thanksgiving has been celebrated as a national holiday and
a day of rest at the end of November, either the fourth or
fifth Thursday of the month.
American Halloween has a pagan origin. Halloween or
all Hallows' Eve was the holy (hallowed) evening observed
on October 31, the eve of All Saints' Day. This holiday was
imported into the Catholic tradition to combat the pagan
holiday of Samhain, which was marked by huge bonfires
being set on hilltops to frighten away evil spirits. Dead
souls returned from the grave on that day in Celtic myth.
Imported into America by Irish immigrants, the day kept
its Celtic origins and focuses on the supernatural. As was
n ~ by Professor John Hennig, in his classical article on
this. l ic, there is a clear historical relationship between the
Celh n
of resurrection, Roman Catholic responses
nd th. modem American holiday of Halloween.
1
tru • that to many Americans the origins of the
holiday have been utterly lost, there is no alternative origin,
and no rational reason for the celebration other than its historical n .
32 Fall 2
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HALACHIC CONCLUSIONS
HALLOWEEN

In order to justify candy collection on Halloween, one
would have to accept the truthfulness of any of the following assertions:
• Halloween celebrations have a secular origin.
• The conduct of the individuals "celebrating Halloween"
can be rationally explained independent of Halloween.
• The pagan origins of Halloween or the Catholic response
to it are so deeply hidden that they have disappeared,
and the celebrations con be attributed to some secular
source or reason.
• The activities memorialized by Halloween are actually
consistent with the Jewish tradition.
Since none of these statements appears true, and thus
applying these halachic rules to Halloween leads to the conclusion that participation in Halloween celebrations which is what collecting candy is when one is wearing a
costume - is prohibited. Halloween, since it has its origins
in a pagan practice, and lacks any overt rational reason for
its celebration other than its pagan origins or the Catholic
response to it, is governed by the statement of Rabbi
Isserless that such conduct is prohibited, as its origins taint
it. One should not send one's children out to trick or treat on
Halloween, or otherwise celebrate the holiday.
The question of whether one can give out candy to people
who come to the door is a different one, as there are significant reasons based on darchai shalom (the ways of peace), eva
(the creation of unneeded hatred towards the Jewish people)
and other secondary rationales that allow one to distribute
candy to people who will be insulted or angry if no candy is
given. This is even more true when the community - Jewish
and Gentile - is unaware of the halachic problems associated with the conduct, and the common practice even within
many Jewish communities is to "celebrate" the holiday. Thus,
one may give candy to children who come to one's house to
"trick or treat" if one feels that this is necessary.

Gentile religious law] and since this is a datj of remembrance to
citizens of this country, when they came to reside here either now
or earlier, halacha sees no prohibition in celebrating with a meal
or with the eating of turkey (Iggerot Moshe, Even Haezer 2:13).

Gentile customs. We also heard tl1 I Ihis was the inion of his
father, Rabbi Moshe Sol , t ·1 l1ik.
Others have also reeounted that Rabbi 1· vei,tchil< ruled
this way, and that he found it i i =ul to mp
d how
While Rabbi Feinstein notes that Jewish law prohibits a one could consider Thank 'vin a · nil.I holida r that
person from treating this secular holiday like a Uewish] reli- it was prohibited to celebrate it. Ind • , th 'r- w r
gious one, full or replete rituals and the like, some form of instances when Rabbi Soloveitchik impli · I · tudents
observance would seem to be permitted
that he and his family celebrated Tha11 zh in alth u h a
Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik also agreed that shiur was always held on Thank iving at Y• hi\· a
University.*
Living a Jewish life in a secular culture is mpl , nd
not simple. American culture - familiar as we are with it
- still has rituals that are essentially religious (but not
Jewish) as part of the ''secular" community of values that it
spreads
out before all of its citizens. E·aminin which parts
to eat turkey at the end of November, on the day of
Thanksgiving. We understood that, in his opinion, there was of secular culture and communi re genuin I permitted
no question that turkey did not lack a tradition of kashrutand
rdin _to jl'' i h I w ·mai th j
th
f us\ ho
that eating it on Thanksgiving was not a problem of imilating wi to fi\'e m m and rthoo Ii e. o

Thanksgiving was not a Gentile holiday, and ruled that it
was permissible to eat turkey on Th~nksgiving. Rabbi
Hershel Schachter, in his intellectual biography of Rabbi
Soloveitchik, Nefesh HaRav, writes:
It was the opinion of Rabbi Soloveitchik that it was permissible

• An exactly opposite approach to the rulings of Rabbis Feinstein and Soloveitdzik appears to
Harav Hutner (5751), 109. Rabbi Hutner argues that it is obvious and apparent I/wt :.__ !
of an annual holiday that is based on the Christian calendar is, at the very least, closely
· I ·ith
becomes a "holiday" thraugh the creation of an annual obseroance and celebrating Gentile holidays ioe
~
from these types of Cllstoms and even from those events that are similar to these types of cust.oms ... 1bt 1111111
.
puted, as it proves too much: it would also "prove" that Independence Day, 1.Jibor Day, V-£ day, Wi
Birt _,
ilit mt
Americans tlzrouglunit the year -based on the Christian/secular calendar - are really "Gentile" Jwlidays. Such seems amnter·intuitive. Ill
. 11
1111117 n
an extremely poor example of the phenurnena that Rabbi Hutner is criticizing; as Thanksgiving does not have afixed date on the secular calendar- nrllrr ii is Ila'
the nwnth ofNavember, whatever date that happerIS tobe. Indeed, Congress could move the date to July if it so voted.
---------------------------------..,..-'-- -·········--··~
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THANKSGIVING
Since the origins of Thanksgiving are clearly secular, one
readily understands the statement of Rabbi Moshe
Feinstein that

On the issue of joining with those who think that Thanksgiving
is like a holiday to eat a meal: since it is clear that according to
their religious Uiw books this day is not mentioned as a religious
holiday and that one is not obligated in a meal [according to
J

